Flooding Risk Rises with Global Warming
by Raveena Aulakh
June 8, 2015 – Peak rainfall during storms will intensify as the climate changes and temperatures rise.  That leads to increased flash flood risks, especially in urban areas, new research from Australia indicates.
Scientists at the University of New South Wales in Sydney analyzed about 40,000 storms from 3 decades in Australia.  They found that warming temperatures are dramatically disrupting rainfall patterns within storms.
“We have known for a long time that, as temperatures increase, you can hold more moisture in the atmosphere,” said Ashish Sharma, a professor at the university’s school of civil and environmental engineering and 1 of 2 study authors.  “But what no one has thought about is … what exactly happens within the storm.”  The study was published in Nature Geoscience on Monday.
Understanding the inner working of storms isn’t easy.  But simply put, the most intense rainstorms get more extreme at warmer temperatures, dumping more rainwater over a shorter period of time.  Simultaneously, the least intense periods of rainfall within storms are getting weaker.
If future warming causes this pattern to continue, the severity of flooding due to acute short-term bursts of rainfall will likely increase, even if the overall volume of rain during a storm doesn’t change, said Sharma.
Sharma and co-author Conrad Wasko, a PhD candidate at the university, examined only Australian data for their study.  But they point out they found the same phenomenon occurs in all the continent’s climate zones — from Darwin in the northern tropics, to the much cooler Hobart in the temperate south.
“The climate zones we studied in Australia are representative of most global climates … so I think it’s very likely that these same trends will be observed around the world,” Sharma told the Star.
For their study, Sharma and Wasko used historical data gathered by the Bureau of Meteorology at 79 locations across Australia.  They isolated storm events and split each storm into 5 segments, to ascertain the % of rain that fell in each segment.  They then compared those rainfall measurements to the average daily temperature.
The researchers estimated that with a 5°C temperature increase, flood peaks could increase by 5 to 20% in the climate zones they studied.
“This is all based on raw hard data.  We have made no assumptions,” said Sharma.  “Yes, it is scary.”
The implications?  “Essentially, all planning authorities need to be aware that these increases are for real and they might be more than what they were thinking.”
Canada isn’t a stranger to the devastating impact of flooding.  Floods ravaged Calgary and southern Alberta in June 2013 — considered the worst in Canadian history — with a cost of more than $6 billion.
The following month, a storm dumped 126 millimeters of rain on Toronto — more than fell in Hurricane Hazel in 1954 — cutting power to hundreds of thousands of homes, halting subway service and flooding roads, rail lines and basements.  Insurers paid out almost $1 billion to cover the costs of that flood — the same amount they had spent on weather-related damage across the entire country in each of the 4 previous years.
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